Graphic Arts Solutions

Colour without limitations for a more
profitable future

Think Smart, Think OKI

OKI’s Graphic Arts Solutions
Bringing new opportunities to every print business
Every print services provider is looking for new ways to
differentiate their business. As the print for pay market
becomes increasingly competitive, they are seeking fresh
opportunities and new revenue streams, requiring access
to a wider range of versatile media in order to provide the
greatest variety of high-quality applications.
Today’s print services providers need ways to make
shorter run lengths, faster turnarounds and high output
quality more profitable. It requires the right solutions to
do this and still meet customer demands in a highly
competitive environment.

OKI’s Graphic Arts Solutions hold the key

OKI recognises the need to increase productivity, reduce
production costs and streamline processes in order to stay
successful – and it provides the means to achieve these
crucial goals.

OKI’s partnerships with key industry players deliver a
complete solution that encompasses cutting-edge advances
in graphic design software, RIP software and hardware,
transfer films and other types of clear and opaque printing
media and envelopes.
These significant collaborations empower OKI’s devices
to enhance existing graphic arts workflows, helping our
customers expand their services and maximise investment.
Additional print volumes and sales are rapidly generated,
adding more value, solving more problems and saving
time and money for everyone.
Whether you are a high street print shop or other
commercial printer, a marketing or design agency, a
sign-maker or screen printer, OKI can help you cut
lead times, act with more flexibility and explore new
opportunities, particularly for the printing of light
production, large format and transfer media applications.

With solutions that offer industry firsts such as white toner,
clear spot colour, neon colour and printing in 5 colours
with unparalleled colour quality on a wide range of media,
OKI can help address these challenges.
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Percentage of graphics
companies in
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fewer than 20 people1

Digital print’s predicted
share of market by 2018

Predicted annual growth
of the global print market
per year to 20202
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Feeling the pressure?
Changes in customer demand mean that every print services provider,
whatever their area of specialisation, is facing daily challenges.

Staff training

Getting to know new technology is time-consuming for small
organisations, meaning focus is taken away from your business.

Increasing revenue

You are continually searching
for new revenue streams to help boost profits.

Missed opportunities

You are missing out on new direct mail business, driven by the
rise in demand for personalisation, because your existing set-up
makes it unprofitable.

Outsourced printing

Realistic proofs, packaging mock-ups and prototypes are
too difficult and expensive to produce in-house and are
often outsourced, which can be costly.

Specialised processes

Dark or transparent media or spot colour requirements have to
be outsourced as specialist print jobs, chipping away at profits
and increasing customer timelines.

Media handling

Printing on heavy media can be difficult,
limiting flexibility in-house.

Profitability

You often turn away potential revenue because
short run printing is unprofitable.
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Light Production Printing
A gateway to higher profits
Driven by the need for shorter print runs, variable and
personalised content and ever higher output quality, this
market sector is becoming more demanding, sophisticated
and competitive. The call for quick results at lower prices is
eroding profit margins, so print services providers must find
new ways to add value and boost income on the one hand
and to streamline workflows to save operational costs on
the other.

OKI offers the perfect gateway for print services providers
to enter the world of digital print. It also provides creative
agencies the opportunity to print mock-ups, test promotions
and produce fast, on-the-spot proofs – or deliver short runs,
on-demand and just-in-time, without an added overhead.
Additionally, thanks to small footprint printers, such as
those in OKI’s Pro Series, you don’t need a large device
to deliver the optimal level of quality.

Nobody wants to turn business away. However, changing
print needs means many print services providers have no
option. They lack the capability and sometimes the job’s
neither viable nor profitable.

OKI’s Graphic Arts Solutions are ideal for
small printing businesses, but also for:
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•

Large digital printing companies

•

Litho commercial printers

•

Marketing agencies

•

Direct mail service providers

that want to print shorter runs on-demand

that need to extend their offering to include digital print
on demand for shorter print runs, fast proofs or mock-ups

that want to produce campaigns with variable
and personalised content

that offer short-run envelope printing solutions

107%

Direct mail
CAGR across Europe1

1.5 trillion

Predicted drop in the number
of traditional A4 documents
printed to 20202

1 in 5

consumers would
be willing to pay a
20% premium for a
personalised product3

Eurostat: National Post Regulators 2Smithers Pira: www.smitherspira.com
Deloitte: www2.deloitte.com Made-to-order: The rise of mass personalisation
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Solutions for creative professionals

OKI’s printers produce brilliant High Definition Colour
thanks to OKI’s pioneering digital LED technology which
has also taken the graphic arts industry one step further
with the world’s first digital LED printers to allow
on-demand printing in CMYK with the addition of a fifth
spot colour in either white or clear gloss.

Discover OKI’s Pro Series

OKI’s commercial standard Pro Series printers are
based on innovations such as white toner, neon colour
and printing in 5 colours. These challenge traditional
processes and open up new opportunities and on-demand
revenue streams for creative businesses and print houses.
These compact and cost-effective printers are ideal for
light production and graphic arts use and with a low
upfront cost, this range delivers outstanding print quality,
faster time to market and a low cost-per-page.

Make short runs, mock-ups
and proofing profitable

OKI’s Graphic Arts solutions for Light Production are just
right for short run digital printing that can be reprinted
on demand. From flyers, brochures, leaflets, newsletters
and proof-of-concept packaging, to technical manuals and
annual reports, versioning and pre- and post-production
printing is cost-effective removing the need to produce
large volumes unnecessarily, thereby avoiding waste.
Knowing what a page or product will look like
before a final high-volume run can save considerable
time and money, while ensuring a higher quality result.
Designers and printers can show clients proofs and
mock-ups, revise and print again on the spot, for faster
approvals and turnarounds.
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50%
point with electronic marketing. This,
combined with new
time when it comes to media flexibility. You can now print
N
data protection legislation around opt-in, allE W
points
in-house on a complete range of media of weights up to
COLto a
EC T
return in demand for highly targeted, creative directLmail.
ION 360gsm single-sided and 320gsm duplex – heavier than
any comparable printer – and on media sizes from A6 to
OKI’s Graphic Arts Solutions for light production can
SRA3, and banners up to 1.3m.
create customised printed versions based on criteria such
as geography, language and demographics, offering the
flexibility to test promotions and produce pre- and postprint runs in an economic way. Print services providers can
also employ customer data and digital printing to produce
personalised customer mail for more targeted marketing
using variable data printing. This generates higher
margins per printed page and can lead to a significant
boost in revenue.

In collaboration with its industry partners, OKI offers a
complete solution for short envelope runs supporting
targeted direct mail and OKI’s unique digital LED
technology gives it the unprecedented ability to print white
or clear on dark coloured envelopes, this means you no
longer have to turn business away for personalised direct
marketing campaigns.
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Large Format Printing
Fulfilling indoor and outdoor requirements from one printer

OKI’s large format printers provide outstanding images for
optimum visual impact – and at superfast speeds. Their
ability to print with photo-quality detail, their great media
versatility and highly durable results will open up new
possibilities for both indoor and outdoor applications.
For example, users can take advantage of demand for light
frames for technical textile and backlit materials over floor
graphics, point of sale (PoS) and point of presentation
(PoP), wallpaper, posters, window graphics with clear or
transparent film, banners and signs for hotels, shops, malls
and theatres, art reproductions, department store displays,
exhibition displays and many more applications.

The versatile durability of OKI’s large format printing makes
it possible for you to explore the markets for outdoor
applications – from the ability to create eye-catching
customised vehicle and building wraps to banners,
signs and awnings. All this can be achieved without ever
having to change the ink, as the certifications of our
high-performance, premium eco-solvent SX ink not only
make it perfect for high-quality indoor materials, but also
for highly-durable outdoor applications, where it has the
longest proven UV-stability in the digital market. Using
this technology for car-wrapping is a major competitive
advantage, since very high stretch-ability is possible
without the conventional drawbacks of image whitening
and loss of quality.
For indoor and outdoor applications, you can choose from
a wide variety of substrates including wallpaper, fleece,
canvas and other technical textiles, along with whiteback,
blueback, poster paper, photo paper, clear or transparent
film, backlit PVC, PET, film light box paper and textiles, and
hard PVC.

$49

billion

size of the
global printed
PoS/signage
market1
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Large Format Printing
Brilliant, consistent colour - photo-realistic results

Open up new revenue streams

OKI’s large format printers produce the brilliant colour and exquisite detail needed to enable you to take advantage
of the growing market for photo-realistic applications. OKI’s environmentally-friendly inks ensure safety during
production as an air purification system is not required, and both indoor and outdoor applications can be printed
from the same device.

High colour quality for premium jobs

OKI enables you to win the prestigious work that others are unable to deliver. Using the highest
pigmentation ink on the market, our printers produce the ‘blackest black’ which stays black even
when backlit. The ink is also designed to have high colour gamut, to catch as many colour ranges
as possible, with precise dots and also dries quickly.
When producing tiling or printing large volumes at high speed, colour density can often appear
unequal and consistency can be variable across an entire campaign. OKI’s photo-realistic
prints have a depth effect which brings them to life – as do oil-paint replicas on canvas and
tiling and mass production jobs carried out with equal, accurate colours. Even with this high
quality output, OKI’s large format printers are easy to use without specialist media or colour
management knowledge.

Best for the environment

OKI’s large format printers and inks are Nordic Swan
Ecolabel-approved and have the GREENGUARD Gold
certification, which means they are ideal for any type of
indoor application and are suitable for schools
and other office environments.

Best for the most demanding
outdoor requirements

OKI provides the highest level of ink
pigmentation to create maximum UV-durability,
scratch-resistance, stretch-ability and colour
consistency. Additionally, being environmentallyfriendly, our ink is suitable for both indoor and
outdoor applications.
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The reliability you need

Purpose-built to withstand tough, high-volume production
environments, OKI’s large format printers are highly reliable and
come with two or three year parts warranty, without nozzle shot
restriction. The absence of any cost on print heads during the
warranty period, regardless of production volumes, guarantees you
hassle-free, predictable production in challenging 24/7 operations.
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Transfer Media Printing
The easy, low-cost way to increase revenue
The cost-effective alternative to Direct-to-Garment
printing (DTG), with low set up costs and fast return on
investment, transfer printing is infinitely more flexible than
alternative technologies supporting any fabric, from cotton
to man-made synthetics and mixes. It opens the door to
personalisation of a wide range of products and can even
print white on colours.
Transfer media printing involves printing a high
resolution image on to quality transfer paper. The image on
the transfer paper is then applied to the finished product or
clothing using a heat press.

70%

Respondents in
the FESPA global
census expecting
personalisation
printing to
increase1

FESPA Print Census #SixTrends : 3. The future is customised
Smithers Pira: Thermal Printing Market to Grow to $40.9 Billion by 2019

1
2
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$12.9
billion

Estimated value of thermal
transfer consumables
globally by 20192

Make an impact with brighter colours in white and neon
OKI is a specialist in this method of product decoration
and has built up solid expertise and a strong range of
solutions. Over the years, it has gathered an impressive
list of partners offering third-party media, software and
applications. It is also the market leader in white toner
digital printing – which means white on black or any other
colour is no problem.
Previously, printing in white was an expensive, timeconsuming task often only handled by larger print houses.
However, OKI’s white toner printers remove this last
barrier to creativity. Now graphics businesses can print
in any colour, including white, on a range of media,
simply and cost-effectively in-house.

OKI also offers a neon colour printer that incorporates a
unique black or white quick swap print cartridge feature,
making it easy to bring printed documents, packaging or
educational materials to life with dazzling, luminescent
colour on either dark or light backgrounds. Along with more
traditional uses, OKI’s NeonColor printer can be used to
create sensational three-dimensional effects, as well as
security marking applications with neon white toner that
glows under black UV light.
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Transfer Media Printing
Make more money - quickly
With OKI’s printers you can print on whatever captures your imagination and helps boost your income - candles, soap,
ceramics, plastic, metal, wood, glass...

Do it all in-house

Transfer media printing is easy in-house using OKI’s affordable printers that will
run alongside traditional high volume workflows. These have a surprisingly small
footprint, maintain a clean working environment and don’t require bulky stock,
blanks, inks and emulsions (for DTG and screen methods) so can easily be introduced
to existing premises, making it a good alternative to investing in new equipment.
Furthermore, specialist skills are not required and training requirements are minimal
so you will start to make money, almost immediately.

Win short-run business and make it profitable

Demand for personalised packaging or products is rising, but this is too expensive
and time-consuming to deliver. OKI’s low set-up costs (no pre-treatment booths, fume
extraction or drying equipment needed) mean printing customised and personalised
products is far more cost-effective, leading to healthier profit margins. In fact any short
run is now valuable - even ‘one-offs’ and ‘while-you-waits’.

Stand out from the crowd

OKI’s Graphic Arts solutions for transfer media provide several ways to make your
offering different from the rest and reach out to new markets. First, our groundbreaking, digital LED technology makes it uniquely possible to print white in-house
and on a wide range of media.
OKI is also the first manufacturer to offer neon colours – great for point-of-sale
(PoS) signs, packaging and garment decoration that really does stand out with its
dazzling brightness.

Low costs for faster RoI

No pre-treatments, no regular maintenance and cleaning routines and no need for expensive
speciality product blanks. Transfer media is straightforward and simple to use, yielding quick
returns, while the toners supplied with an OKI printer will last long enough to cover all set-up
costs and deliver a tangible profit before replacements are required.

No limits to media possibilities

Considerable flexibility is needed for printing on a range of materials including fabric,
wood or ceramics to a high level of quality and durability at a viable cost.
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OKI’s portfolio for Transfer Media Printing

OKI’s Pro Series, including the Pro NeonColor and White Toner printers, combines fast print speeds
with affordable solutions to unlock creative and commercial potential by enabling profitable short
production runs for a range of merchandise. They combine digital LED, High Definition Colour
printing with white toner technology, providing a level of performance that previously has only been
achievable using expensive production equipment. Deep, solid whites can be delivered on
a variety of coloured media or printed over other colours to create vibrant transfers for use with
dark backgrounds.

OKI Graphic Arts Solutions for Transfer Media in action
OKI’s Graphic Arts solutions has opened up new horizons for one print services specialist.
When one of its customers asked for printed mugs and smartphone covers, the business went
down the dye sublimation route, but found this had limitations.
OKI’s solution was a printer which offered white toner in the CMYK colour process unlocking
a world of possibilities. “We realised we could print and bond on to almost anything,” said
the owner.
The leather jackets have become legendary. Customers now approach the company to print
one-off jackets before they go into mass production – or sometimes it’s a single jacket for a
TV programme or fashion shoot. “It’s a case of using your imagination – and then you can do
almost anything,” the company owner concluded.

“Everybody does T-shirts, but we
have been more ambitious. We found
a way to get the print to sink into
leather, so this has meant printing
not just on phone cases and bags,
but also on leather jackets.”
Print Services Specialist, UK.
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OKI – Graphic Arts Printing Specialist
OKI is a global brand dedicated to creating cost-effective, professional in-house solutions designed to increase
efficiency for the commercial print market. As pioneers in innovative technologies from digital LED to large format
inkjet, we have a portfolio of award-winning solutions, empowering print service providers to open up and grow new
revenue streams and streamline production to reduce overheads.

Unrivalled experience in print innovation

OKI is renowned for introducing printer innovations based on ground-breaking digital LED technology. These include
world ‘firsts’ that take printing beyond CMYK and remove conventional barriers to creativity; for example, the first
digital LED white toner, 5-colour and neon colour printers.
OKI has recently added large format printers to its Graphic Arts portfolio including the renowned ColorPainter family.
These have developed through ongoing research and development, devising new technologies to enable print
professionals to maximise efficiency and productivity.
Throughout this time, our large format printer division’s highly-skilled research and development team have constantly
devised new technologies to meet the demands of the market and allow the print services provider to maximise
efficiency and productivity. The strategy is always to develop printers that are fast, precise, reliable and easy to use.
Considering the Environment
As part of the OKI Group’s Charter
of Corporate Conduct, OKI provides
environmentally-sound solutions:
Our products are designed and
manufactured with reducing environmental impact
in mind.
	OKI uses Nordic Swan Ecolabel-approved inks with
GREENGUARD Gold certification, safe for indoor or
outdoor application and in schools and offices.
■	Recycling more hardware products and consumables
is a key objective.
■	We contribute to our local communities.
■	OKI’s Green Leaf symbol on office products and
packaging represents our total commitment to
collection, recycling and environmental processes.
■

Relevant industry alliances and
partnerships
OKI has formed a partnership eco-system
with key third-party vendors to enable
seamless integration into a graphic arts workflow. It
aims to help customers expand their service offerings
and leverage their existing investment as well as help
solve integration challenges, offering significant cost
and time savings and reduction in errors.

Over 30 Years of Innovation
For over 30 years, OKI has
introduced ground breaking
printer innovations based on
OKI’s digital LED technology which
delivers High Definition printing for
accurate, striking documents. These innovations
include world ‘firsts’ that take printing beyond
CMYK, removing barriers to creativity and design.
Innovations include the first digital LED white toner
printer, 5-colour printer and neon colour printer.
These pioneering developments, combined with
OKI’s superior print quality, and unrivalled media
flexibility provide print service providers with
unparalleled opportunities to print with impact,
helping them to stand out from the crowd.
OKI’s Graphic Arts portfolio has recently grown
with the addition of Large Format inkjet printers,
which includes the ColorPainter family. These
devices balance the requirements of the print
and sign making industry producing outstanding,
highly durable designs on a vast range of
materials for indoor and outdoor use.

For further information visit

www.okieurope.com/graphic-solutions
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